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ASSTR.ACT

The present study addresses itself to three related 

tasks: Firstly, it sets out to introduce and 

critically review psychoanalysis as a method of 

literary criticism. Secondly, it argues for a new 

interpretation of Lermontov's creative work in the 

light of psychoanalytic theory stressing 

narcissistic elements present in his work; and 

finally it attempts to connect relevant biographical 

data with the symbolized material contaired in 

Lermontov's work.

The thesis first offers a 
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emerge in the protagonist's growing awareness of and 

insight into his narcissistic condition.

The thesis furthermore explores the links between 

the writer's biography and his oeuvre. Taking a 

cautious stance which does not claim any direct 

linkage, the presentation of the writer's biography 

emphasizes elements conducive to a narcissistic 

cond it ion.

The psychoanalytic method is rarely employed by 

Russian critics. Western critics of Russian 

literature have not applied the analytic method to 

Lermontov. The novel perspective on Lermontov 

offered by the analytic method has yielded new 

insights into the writer's work. It reveals the 

basic unity of this work, previously perceived as 

fragmented and disconnected. It also revises the 

view that Lermontov's work is repetitive and 

derivative, demonstrating that the repetitiveness is 

the appropriate expression of the narcissistic 

theme. Above all it offers a new vision of the 

Lermontovian protagonist previouslv perceived as a 

frustrated rebel who lacks the opportunity to employ 

his energies and talents in an autocratic society, 

or as a metaphysical rebel against divine



.«.

authority. ihe analytic approach reveals a deep?y 

divided and tormented personality, presumably 

largely autobiographic. It is the narcissistic 

syndrome of splitting, idealization and 

self-denigration which yields a remarkable 

consistency to the motivation of tne Lermontovian 

protagonist's actions and existential attitudes.

This finding fully validates the psychoanalytic 

approach to Lermontov’s work, so often rejected by 

literary critics.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Lermontov is recognized as one of the major poets 

and prose writers of Russian nineteenth century 

literature. i’e t , despite his extraordinary popu

larity, he appears to be one of the least understood 

of Russian writers. Even today, 150 years since 

the publication of his first collection of poems 

literary critics acknowledge that there is much in 

Lermontov's work that is still unclear, mysterious 

and awaiting its interpreters.

" H o  H a c j o m i c r o  B p o v .e n n  o e r a n o c b  M H o r o  H e K C H o r o  b  m c t o j i -  

K O BA H H M  in a B H U X  n p O M 3 B C X H ' HMR J lc p M O H  Y O B  a  . . . M CH M H TO V .a ■*

t h m h o  h o  t o , t o  eu io  a a / ie x o  h o  a o  K O H u a  p a 3 r a x i t H H a f l  

c y m n o c T fc  " ; i e p M O H T O B C K o r o  3 / ie M C H T * "  n p o c o J im a c T  n u r a T b  c n o -  

p u , b o j H r v t ; x e  n p it  m n m t  n o :v ;  a  , . . . o c o ' g h h o  c h m h TO M a t h c h  

X a p a K T C p  O n O p O B ,B  KOTOpfW X C T a / lK M B a i< T C fl M C K J iy  C O f 'O R  n p O T H -  

B o n o / JO H H W C  * B aNMOMCKJUOMA1OKM0 K p t l H N t  TO M K H  9 p e H H f l . "  / l /

Virtually every new publication devoted to Lermontov 

refers to the mysterious nature of his work. In the 

introduction to the Lermontovsk.iya Entsiklopediya[2], 

the first personal encyclopedia devoted to any

1) Prutskov, N. (red.) Istonya russkoy literature v 

chetyr^kh tomakh, L., Iid-VO N.uika, 1981 T.2, 410 411.

2) Manuylov, V. (red.) Lermontovskaya Entsiklopediya, M . , 

Izd-vo Sovetakaya »ntslklopediya, 1981.



major Russian writer, the authors state that in 

publishing the book they aimed at bringing the 

reader closer to the writer's esoteric world. 

Elsewhere they refer to two of Lermontov's poems 

"The Demon" and "The Novice" as truly puzzling and 

contradictory poetic works. The well known 

Lermontov critic E Gershteyn [3] similarly sees 

Lermontov's novel A Hero of Our Time as the "most 

mysterious woric. of Russian classical literature".

" PoMaH JlepMOHTOBa casioe 'larazsowHoe nponsBoceHHe pyccKofl 

K^accHMecKOP /Imto’ atypu.Jlo cV.x nop hot ycTaHon.*y^erocn 

m h p h h s  o^ 3top Ma/itiHbKOR KHMre - or-seMOM Bcero n cfcMb ne -  

MaTHVJX H H C T O P  . " /  3 /

Interesting in this context, if somewhat excessive 

is A. Pozov's view of Lermontov, his work and life 

as ore of the greatest riddles of mankind and world

hi story.

3) Gershteyn, E. "Geroy nashego vremeni" M. Yu. Lermontova. 

M., Khudozhestvennaya liteiatura, 1976, 5.



" J l c p M O H T O P  , C T O  T IH ' l H O C T b  , JKM'JHb , T b O p H C C T B O  H C y f l b '  a

- oflna H3 Bem riaR iutx -araaoK 'U\noB‘ H o c tB a , BceMMpnon 

HCTOpMH BpeMOH m K y n b r y p . "  /A/

It is in the light of the acknowledged mysterious

ness of Lermontov’s work that this study introduces 

a psychoanalytic approach, a critical method never 

applied U  his work before

Despite its position is one of the major strands in 

contemporary Western literary criticism, psycho

analysis is drastically underrepresented in modern 

Russian critical practice. It is a matter of 

record that, but for a few psychoanalytic studies, 

the most notable of which are I. Ermakov's essays on 

the life and writings of Gogol and Pushkin published 

in the early 192Cs [5], depth psychology was, and 

still is, firmly discouraged in the Soviet Union, 

where the tendency is to slight psychological

4) Pozov, A. Metafizika Lermontova, Madrid, 1975, 9.

5) The two works in question are :

Ermakov, I. Ocherki po analizu tvorchestva N.V. Gogolya, 

M., 192*t.

Ermakov, I. Etyudy po pnikhologn A.S. Pushkina,, Gos. 

lzd. M . , 1923.
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dynamics for the sake of social issues. [6] This 

tendency has a long tradition in Russian intellec

tual life and cannot be explained by state prohi

bition alone. The political conditions that 

prevailed in nineteenth century Russia generated, 

among the intelligentsia, a keen sense of social 

urgency and guilt. Consequentl the view of 

literature as an expression c f social life or as a 

'vehicle for social change' enjoyed a distinct 

advantage over the detached psychological inquiry 

and systematic concern with the writer's psyche.

Contemporary Soviet literary criticism discards 

psychoanalytic inquiry for its irrelevance to the 

class struggle and for its deterministic view cf 

man; psvchoanalyii3 sees man as driven by aggres

sive and sexual drives and often as unaware cf the 

forces determining his behaviour, and is, as such, 

unacceptable to the Soviet view of man. Also this 

view is deterministic but sees the determining 

factor in socio-economic forces. Subordinated to 

practical and political demands, Soviet literary

6) A recent psychoanalytic study on Dostoyevsky by B. Bursov 

published in 1974 elicited a negative response from 

Soviets cutics, further condemning psychoanalysis as a 

tool of literary criticism.

Bursov, B. Lichnost' Do3toevskogo, M.- L. , Sov. pisatel’, 

1974.
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c r i t ic i sm a 1ms at explai ning classical literary 

works as products of particular historical condi

tions and views the writer as a tool reflecting that 

history in his fiction. For this reason many 

Soviet critics interpret not only L‘rmontov's hero 

Pechorin, but his creator as well, in terms of 

social factors In their opinion, Pechorin's 

Bvronism and Lermontov's pessimistic view of man, 

can be explained through the analysis of political 

and historical conditions under Nicholas I, when 

"there could b no social struggle, no political 

activity and even the expression of social or 

political ideas had to be extremely cautious." [7] 

These critics view Lermontov's pessimistic artistic 

world as an aesthetic transformation of an ideolo

gical pessimism rife in his period, and his hero 

Pechorin. like Chatsky and Onegin, as one of the 

"superfluous men" presented by many great Russian 

writers of the n m e t e e t h  century.

This historico-social ; pproach is clearly one 

sided. Without claiming that the psychoanalytic 

approach gives all the answers, it clearly offers a 

useful complement to standard Russian and Soviet 

interpretations and for that matter Western ones.

7) An d r e w  J. , Witers & Society during the rise of Russian 

Realism, London: Macmillan Press 1980, p. 69.



The latter are too often influenced by traditional 

Russian views.

The present study addresses itself to three related 

tasks :

First, it sets out to introduce and critically 

review psychoanalysis as a -nethod of literary 

criticism. Secondly, it argues for a new interpre

tation of Lermontov's creative work in the light of 

psychoanalytic theory s--'ssing narcissistic ele

ments present in his i id finally it attempts 

to connect relevant u phical data with the 

symbolized material c o n t a i v J  in Lermontov's work.

Part One (chapters 1.1 - 1.4) of my thesis deals 

with a survey of critical approaches to Lermontov. 

The object of thjs survey is to examine the variojs, 

and often contradictory views expressed by four 

major schools of literary criticism, namely:

(a) Social Criticism (V. Belinsky);

<b) Existentialist Criticism (D. Merezhkovsky, 

V. Solovyov, L. Shestov);

(c) Formalist Criticism (B. Eykhenbaum);

(d) Marxist - Leninist Criticism.
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Part Two of the thesis (chapters 2.1 - 2.3.4) deals 

with my psychoanalytic approach, which is to inter

pret Lermontov's works in the light of psycho

analytic theory, stressing specifically the 

so-called narcissistic syndrome. This part also 

analyzes those major prose and poetic works by 

Lermontov which, in my view, express some of the 

central issues of the narcissistic problem. Hero I 

place these texts within a Freudian concept of 

narcissism. and point to the psychological 

mechanisms within which Lermontov's heroes operate. 

In this part reference will be made to 

psychoanalytic clinical literature and in particular 

to works by S. Freud, M. Klein, H. Kohut, 0. 

Kernberg and M Mahler. It will also examine works 

dealing with psychoanalytic literary criticism 

reviewing practices on which the method is based.

Finally, no psychoanalytic inquiry can ignore the 

biographical influences. The themes and motifs 

that pervade Lermontov's wonts must according to 

this approach be linked to the p ychic conflicts and 

realities experienced by th author himself. 

Therefore the third part of the thesis contains an 

examination of the interrelationship between the 

biographical influences and the symbolized material 

apparent in Lermontov's works.



PART I



1. SURVEY OF CRITICAL APPROACHES TO LERMONTOV'S WORK

1.1 . Soc ial Criticism

In reviewing the main critical approaches to 

Lermontov, the Russian critic V. Belinsky 

(1811-1848) affords the most convenient starting 

point, since the tradition of social literary 

criticism, of which Belinsky is the major proponent 

exerted an important influence on the critical 

appreciation of Lermontov’s work. Furthermore, 

Belinsky was the first critic to devote serious 

attention to Lermontov, placing the poet among the 

leaders of contemporary Russian literature.

In his two articles on Lermontov, one on the subject 

of the novel A Hero of Our Time (1837-1840), and the 

other on Lermontov's poetry, Belinsky stresses the 

importance of these works in the development of 

Russian literature and emphasises the poet's 

awareness of Russian social realities.

He applies his social theories mainly to Lermontov's 

novel A Hero of Our Time, as it is by this time that 

these had crystallized.
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He received the novel in most positive and enthu

siastic terms praising the author for his "penetra 

ting characterization of Pechorin" and "the marve

lous unity of feeling" throughout the novel. Belinsky 

gives this characterization of Lermontov's hero:

"As for the hero of the novel he appears here as a 

man of powerful will, courageous, unflinching before 

any danger. thrusting himself into storms and 

alarms, in order to occupy himself with something 

and to fill the bottomless void of his spirit, even 

though v ;*h *'-1 ss activity "[1]

The critic thus perceives Pechorin as a man who has 

not succeeded in coming to tertrs with an unaccep

table contemporary reality, and who therefore is 

compelled to live in a world of illusory appearances.

Interestingly enough he perceives a split in 

Pechorin's character :

"Pechorin is a man who is divided into two m«n. one 

of whom lives while the other coldly observes and 

coldly analyzes into nothingness every spontaneous 

movement of his heart and mind."[2]

1) Belinsky, /. Selected Philosophical Works, Moscow: 

Foreign Lane lages Publishing House, p . 312

2) op. cit., 315
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�it ing the hero as a spiritually divided man of 

reflecticn the critic claims, that this stage of 

reflection is a painful but nevertheless necessary 

stage between "spent uieitv" and "rational conscious

ness" dictate:1 bv the age. He sees Pechorin as the 

representative of "his times".

"Our time", Belinsky writes "is par excellence an 

age of reflection and it is in this respect that 

Pechorin is 'he true he ?f our time "[3]

It is interesting to note that, although Belinsky 

throughout his article p ints to the divided nature 

of Pe^hcrin, he seldom attributes it to psychologi

cal factors. Hav i nf recognized in Pechorin tho 

tormented hero cf his time, he does not deal with 

the psychological contradictions in Pechorin, but 

proceeds to establish the direct links between 

social reality and the disharmonious and unpredic

table character of the hero. In this context it is 

also interesting to note that Belinsky criticises 

Lermontov for failing to maintain proper objectivity 

in presenting Pechorin, who emerges as too much of a 

subjective projection of the author himself.

3) op.cit.,317
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"In the matter of form, the portrayal of Pechorin is 

not completely artistic. The cause of this however 

is not in the lack of talent in the author but in 

the fact that the character whom he has depicted is 

too close to nimself that he was unable to separate 

himself from it and ob. *ctify it."[4]

Clearly the critic felt that subjective psycholo

gical factors were stressed at the expense of social 

ones. He maintains that an artist must "resolutely 

attempt to break out of his own subjective world and 

thereby perceive the wonders of the objective 

world."[5]

In concluding his article. Belinsky, faithful to his 

visio.. of ultimate progress, feels obliged to 

pronounce a final word of hope for Pechorin, stating 

that the latter might some day resolve his quarrel 

with life :

"Perhaps Lermontov will require him to recognize the 

rationality and beautitude of life ... or perhaps hf

4) o p . c i t . , 3 1 6 .

� ) Quoted from Bowman,H. Vnnarion Bel inski 1811-1848. 

Now York: Russell Russel1,1954,p.125.
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will permit him to partake of the joys of living by 

triumphing over the evil <?nius of his life."[6]

Belinsky's second article, the one on Lermontov's 

poetry, was written at a tim«* when the critic was 

undergoing an ideological crisis and clearly reveals 

an approval of the rebellious spirit of Lermontov's 

lvrics. He accepts the poet's spirit of protest, 

praising even his most negative lyrics sucM as 

"Meditation" and "It is boring and sad" as truthful 

expressions of the age.

"These verses are written in blood. They come from 

the depths of an outraged spirit. This is the 

wail, the groan of a man for whom the absence of 

inner life is an ev;l a thousand times more fearful 

than physical death!"[7]

As in the analysis of Pechorin, so here, Belinsky 

bypasses any acknowledgement of psychological 

complexities in the poet "for whom the absence of

6) H. Bowman correctly observes that Belinsky's conclusion of 

the articles "marks the first eminent example of that 

critical method which was later to be called "utilitarian" 

: the method whereby a work of art is used as a set of 

materials for making judgments about actuality."

(Bowman, Herbert E. A Study in the Origins of Social 

Criticism in Russia, Rusrel f. k u . 1, New York 1954 p. 

126).

7) Belinsky, V.G. : Sel fCtad Philogphical W o r m ,  Foreign 

Languages Publishing Mouse, Moscow, S28
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inner life it an evil a thousand times more fearful 

than physical death" and proceeds with his discus

sion in terms of social factors.

Lermontov's poetry in Belinsky's view shows an 

overriding concern with social questions and the 

problems of contemporary society. in this respect 

his poetry even though, according to Belinsky, 

artistically inferior to Pushkin's, is more typical 

of his generation, as in its ideological consent it 

has a much more direct relationship with the contem

porary wor Id.

Belinsky’s concluding declaration of esteem for 

Lermontov is interesting in several respects. 

Singing Lermontov's praises he abandons all criteria 

of aesthetic criticism and approaches the lyrics in 

terms of extra-literary evaluation. The problem of 

Lermontov's "artistic inferiority", to use 

Belinsky's own words, appears now onlv as of minor 

importance and the ideological bias as well as the 

overriding interest in the problems f contemporary 

society assume a predominant role.

Although Belinsky did not deal with Lermontov's work 

during his last, radical period,[8] his immediate

8/ The critic planned to publish a comprehensive study of 

Lermontov but this never eventuated.
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successors, the "revolutionary democrats" of the 

18b0s, Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov did, evaluating 

the poet's works in the light of radical thought. 

Analyzing the pre-revolutionary critical literature 

on Lermontov, Y Lavrin notes that both 

Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov saw the main task of 

literary criticism in the classification of charac

ters intr socia1 types. Consequently, they often 

disregarded the textual evidence present in the work 

itself. [9] This observation has special validity 

for their criticism of Lermontov's work. 

Dobrolyubov's remark :

" Mh2 BHUHM B riOMOpUHe JU H B C3MOM JlepMOHTOBe ceMena 

r/ryfOKOfl Be ph. b h c c t o m h c t b o  moji o b o k s h * h 3h h '"

highlights this tendency to view literature as an

ideological-moral tract.[10] Extracting from

Lermontov's novel A Hero of Our Time lessons for

human enlightm3nt and social progress, both

Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov emphasized the

"restless spirit" of the novel's hero, viewing him 

as the embodiment of Lermontov's protest against the 

political oppression of his times.

9) Lavrin, Y. Lermontov, London: Bowes, 1959 p. 18.

10) Dobrolubov, N. Sobranie sochinemj M. , 1962 t.2, 263.
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1.2. Existentialist Criticism

A very different evaluation of Lermontov's work 

comes with the existential and religious critics 

comprising Vladimir Solovyov (1853-1900), Dmitry 

Merezhkovsky (1866-1941) and Lev Shestov 

(1866-1938). Although they too are constrained by 

an ideological framework, in their case a 

religious-philosophical one. their criticism never

theless displays a greater awareness of psycholo

gical complexities than that of their materialist 

predecessors.

During the religious-philosophical revival of the 

late 1890s, Lermontov's search for a higher 

existential purpose and his "proud enmity against 

God" produced a variety of conflicting opinions, 

ranging from Merezhkovsky's positive view of him as 

the " no3T CBepxwejioBO'iocTBa " to Solovyov's 

description of the poet as the "Cain of Russian 

Letters." These conflicting opinions about the 

character and essence of Lermontov's poetry 

demonstrate not only extremes of critical judgment, 

but also point to the multifaceted and elusive 

personality of the poet himself, torn between the 

Angel and the Demon, the two opposite frrces in his 

poet ry.
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Analyzing Lermontov's works from a religious 

viewpoint, Solovyov sees Lermontov as a Russian 

precursor of Nie-czscheanism, who by extolling 

demonism failed to respond to the divine origin of 

his talent and thence perished without understanding 

the true essence of Christid?ity.

" BHJtty b JIcpMOHt o b c  npHMoro p o n o naiia . n b hiika Toro HanpaB- 

xieHHH vyacTB H Mhic.neR,a OTUACTM N A«ftCTBKR,k oto poe fiJlfl 

kparxocTH Mowiio n a a n a r t  " m t m u e a H C T B O M "  . J I o p m o h t o b  H e  no- 

hnn cBoero npH3BannH r>bjTb MoryuHM BO*ae.M ntozeft Ha ny*rn 

cB^px-ic.noBe’iecTBy KCTKKHOMy T«e k •‘oro'ie.noBeMecTBy , f- 

xp h ctha h ctb y ,h no^TOMy noni' . X p H C T H a H C T B a  w e  H e  n o H H / i  

nO TO V .y  HT� HO 3 3 X O T e / I  CMHpHThCH.A KTO He MOKeT n O f l H H T b -  

c *  h  h o  x o m c t  CMHpMTbCH t d t  ca .M ce* h of-peKaeT H a  H e U 3 ~  

fewHyw rH^e/ib.” /II/

Emphasizing that humility and submission are the 

true virtues of Christian superhumanity, Solovyov 

accuses Lermontov of substituting these ideals with 

false pride and a morally reprehensive vision of a 

superman. It is, in order to expose Lermontov's 

"demonic deception" u u a  Solovyov's criticism

11) Solovyov, V. Sobrame sochinenij S.Pb. 1901, t.6 , 477 .
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concentrates on the writer�s demonism and enmity 

against God. He feels that whereas in the early 

works, the poet�s struggle with God still was of a 

childish nature, the revolt in the "Demon" is of 

archetypal proportions. Th^ hero of this poem is, in 

Solovyov's view, the same demon who ruled 

Lermontov's soul also - the demon of pride, who 

holds the Creator responsible for his 

incompleteness. The critic maintains that

Lermontov's self-centeredness, made him believe that 

his genius gave him the right to demand everything 

of people and God, without owing them anything in 

return. This self-centeredness is. in Solovyov's 

view, most evident in Lermontov's love poetry where 

the poet's main interest is not concentrated on love 

nor the beloved, but on the loving "I".

"  B o  B c e x  e r o  m o^oB trnx  n p n u s B c a c H i m x  o c T a e T C H  H e p a c T B o -  

penHbifi o c a n o K  T o p w c c m y t o i u o r o , x o t k  r u  m c c c 0 3 H a T e ; i b H 0 - 

r o  3 r o M i M a . "  / 1 2 /

In this egotism and self-idolization Solovyov sees 

the determining factor in Lermontov's existential

12) op.cit., p.480.



outlook which led him to his cosmic despair and 

professed contempt for mankind.

Dmitry �erezhkovsky offers an opposite interpre

tation of Lermontov. His philosophy is based on 

the principle of juxtaposing antitheses, and he 

therefore, postulates a polarity in earthly life 

within which a constant struggle between two 

conflicting truths - those of spirit and flesh, or 

heaven and earth - occurs. The first truth, in 

Merezhkovsky's view. manifests itself in the 

spirit's striving to renunciation and negation of 

self, the second - in the strivings of the 

individual to self-affirmation and the idolization 

of his own "I". In the course of history these two 

conflicting streams separate, but the spirit 

continues to aspire to an ultimate supreme unity, 

which according to Merezhkovsky shall become "the 

crown" of all historical accomplishment. The 

critic views Lermontov's poetry as reflecting this 

universal process anJ stresses that the poet's 

rebellion and his idolization of self are not 

indicative of " npcBpanioo CHepx’ieJioBewccTBo 

but of his striving for a higher synthesis.

I t
»

"Be iib  v*o  vi3 To ro ,K aK  JlepM 'iirop  na'ian CBoft ryuT  bHH Ho
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vito  ecxb v neM KanaH-TO pcjin rno3na« c b h tw h h ,o t KOTopofi 

hc orpoueTCH fsyHTywuiMn a a *e  i v. yrpo3on bomhop norw^c- 

nu." /13/

�erezhkovsky feels that contemporary critics, 

especially Solovyov, failed to perceive this duality 

in Lermontov's poetry and that by focussing on the 

demonic aspects alone they distorted the essence of 

his work.

" MTOSbJ XOTfe C K O H b K O  H M C y n b  yMCHMUMTb yxac H a KOTOpbl f t  

OH / J l e p M O H T O B  /  ^bUl  O ^ p e ’l e H  MH n o n * H M  O ^J lM M H T b  n o w b

" s o c n e T o r o  hm  r . e M O n n 3 M a "  , t o  e c T h  Jio^h b c o h  jiep M O H T O B -  

CKOfl n 0 3 3 f ! H , M b f l  CytUHOCTb  n o  M HeHHV C C J I O B b C B a  H C C T b  

He U T O  MHHOe K d K  H e M O H H 3 M . "  / 1 4 /

Ir. an attempt to denounce "the demonic deception”, 

Merezhkovsky returns to his previously outlined 

scheme pointing to the dialectical forces of

13) Merezhkov3ky, D. Lermontov S.PL.,: Prosveshchenie, 1911, 

13.

14) op.cit., p.14.



humility and pride operating in Russian literature. 

He maintains that all Russian writers, with the 

exception of Lermontov, followed the path of 

humility, and that therefore in straving from this 

path, Lermontov evoked the condemnation of his 

contemporaries who saw this as an act of defiance 

and demonism. The critic sets out to correct this 

misconception bv interpreting Lermontov's pride as a 

struggle with God rather than as defiance of God. 

He feels that through this struggle, the poet 

aspires to attain a real harmony (within himself and 

with the universe) and to become part of the

" * H 3Hb <S0*ecK0-BceMHpHa«"• He views the tragedy of 

Lermontov not in his denial of faith but in his 

inability to accept the Christian idea of 

paradise. He sees Lermontov as unable to accept 

the separation of flesh and spirit and maintains 

that the writer intuitively feels that there exists 

some higher harmony in which heavenly truth unites 

with earthly truth and the flesh reunites with the 

spirit.

" B 3tom coouHHeHMH npaajuj HorecHon c npnBjjoo aeMHOfl h 

OKaxorcH wto ecTh HacTomuMfl pan,ran co ” 3 b  y k a m h iiproc 

COJlbJOTCH noCHH 30M/IH." /I 5/

idib., 



In the light of his philosophical - aesthetic 

principles Merezhkovsky views the Demon (in the poem 

"The Demon") as a projection into eternity of the 

tragedy experienced by its author. The Demon 

realizes that human happiness is incomplete, as his 

predicament demonstrates. He is filled with 

contempt for people, doomed in his view to an 

imperfect existence, but at the same time he longs 

for human love which he feels will return him to the 

primeval state of bliss and goodness. Translated 

into the language of psychclogy. Merezhkovsky’s 

philosophical approach shows a striking similarity 

to the psychoanalytic explanation of idealization 

and splitting. Associated with a basic inability to 

accept both sides of reality i.e. to accept that 

there is no ideal life or a heavenly state of Lliss. 

a tendency to idealization arises and this tendency 

is one of the main characteristics of a narcissistic 

condition. As such it will be dealt with in greater 

detail in the discussion of narcissistic elements 

present in Lermontov's work.

The Russian existential critic Lev Shestov sees 

Lermontov as the fir.st of Russian "idealist" writers 

whose work reflects the "philosophy of tragedy."



In his work " flocToeBCKiii! u HHUtue " [16] Shestov 

notes that literary criticism often looks for 

nothing else in a literary text but so-called 

positive ideals. Le montov's wo»k in Shestov's 

view lacks any such po itive ideals.

" T B O p M e C T B O  J l e p M O H T O B a  CflyiKHT n p H M O p O M  O T C y T C T B H H  Ka- 

X ? K TO NN Cuno no/; KN1 K M l/JO» | HinpOTRI 3TOT

nncaTOTib hp nocneBa^ no* p o , mc- hhv h KpacoTy- , a 

m anono.no* h j i k o m  n a '  s e H H P  K p a c o T h ! ,  H a c M o t u K u  Han h c t h h o B ,

npeHc^pewfHHH floCpoM.” / I 7/

Shestov polemicizes with Belinsky questio»**ng the 

critic's "passionate" praise of the hero in the 

latter's article A Hero of Our Time (compare 

above). He disagrees with Belinsky’s main 

proposition that Pechorin was doomed to superfluity 

through lack of opportunity for self-fulfillment and 

meaningful goals to which he could have devote his 

energies. Shestov draws particular attention to 

Lermontov's introduction to his novel in which the 

writer himself evaluates his hero. He argues that 

Lermontov does not in fact want to remi jy the malady 

he has diagnosed in Pechorin.

16) Shestcv, L. Dostoevsky i Nitsshe, YMCA Press Reprint, 

original S t .P., 1903.

17) op.cit., p.11.
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" Ec/in Ilc'topHH H fto/ie:<nb ro :»ra ojih.i H ' Tex * ojie3HCR 

KOTOphIC flOpOJKO aBTUpy BCHKOTO -JUOpOB b H " . / I 8/

It is for this reason that, in Shestov's view, 

Pechorin is depicted as triumphant in the novel.

He feels that the "sick" Pe horin is dearer to 

Lermontov than the healthy Maxim Maximych, Princess 

Mary or Grushmtskv. The ritic characterizes 

Pechorin in the followir.^ manner

" y  n e ' i o p H n a  H e r  n p y r n x  h z o c t 3 T k o p  K p o r e  w g c t o k o c t h

HO H O H a  C T  a H O B  I1T CH  Tip* : d C H U M  K a M C C T J O M "  . / 1 9  /

Shestov maintains that F* rin's s. ailed "malady"

is more valuable thar at ritual health and that

Lermontov never w uld sa rifice his hero to 

mediocrity and normality

" KaK r u  hh fbino t j :  .iho • n iopHHWMM-Oh hp r  aacT  hx b

JKC'P TBy  C t ’ p O H H U C  . |IMP ” . * 0 /

18) op.cit., p.12.

19) op.cit., p.13.

20) ibid., p.13.



Lermontov would not allow his hero to be healed. 

The difference between Lermontov and his critics is 

that while the latter do all in their power to 

"heal" the hero, to bring him to normality and 

health, Lermontov himself refuses to do so. In 

this refusal Shestov sees the beginning of Russian 

existentialism, or as he calls it, "the philosophy 

of tragedy" and he places Lermontov on a par with 

Nietzsche and Dostoyevsky.
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1.3. Formalist Criticism

The emergence of the Russian Formalist School in the 

1910s marked a sharp turr. from traditional Russian 

criticism with its emphasis on content and social 

meaning, to a view of literature as a construct of 

purely linguistic e ments and artistic devices.

In its attempt to lvorce literature from both the 

social and the religious-philosophical approaches, 

the Formalist method focussed on the text itself, 

stressing the autonomy of all forms of art in 

general and literature in rarticular. The Formalist 

concern with 1 terary devices introduced a radically 

new approach to literary criticism, and many of its 

studies, based upon a detailed inquiry into literary 

technique, rank amongst the most important achieve

ments of Russian lite: ■ ry criticism. However, the 

Formalist tendency to exclude all other considera

tions accounts for its olten oversimplified 3nd one 

sided approach.

B. Eykhenbaum's monography ’ rmontov, A Study in 

Literary-Hi torical Eva lu.it ionf 21 ], cleat ly exempli

fies the merits and shortcomings of Formalist criti

cism. Written by one of the mail exponents of the 

Formalist School it offers a clear textual analysis

21; Eykhenbaiun, B.M. Lermontov, A Study m  Literary-Historical 

Evaluation Michigan 111.: Afdil, .
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of Lermontov's work.. However, the critic's obvious 

bias and his tendencv to regard the critical ap

proach of the Formal’.,. School as the only legiti

mate frame of reference lend an unduly dogmatic qua

lity to his comprehensive treatment of Lermontov. 

E/khenM- 0 insistence on studying the poetry 

rather than the poet, the objective structure of the 

literary work, rather than the artist's personality 

resulted in a scholarly but sceptical and cold work, 

which ignores the complexity and e l usi\mess of 

Lermontov's poetic genius. Approaching Lermontov's 

work from the angle of Formalist determinism, 

Evkhenbaum points to the historical inevitability of 

Lermontov's emergence as a poet and regards his 

appearance as a necessary fact prepared by the 

previous movement of poetry.

"It was necessary to sum up the classical period 

of Russian poetry and to prepare the tcansition 

to the creation of new prose. History demanded 

it - and it was accomplished by Lermontov."[22]

As can be seen from the above quotation, the cri

tic's main interest lies in assessing the function

22) op.cit., p.171.
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Lermontov fulfills in the scheme of literary 

evolution. Significant in this regard is his 

presentation of "history" as the active agent and 

"Lermontov" as the passive. Eykhenbaum feels that 

the creation of new artistic forms is not an act of 

invention, but an act of historical - literary 

self-awareness; therefore the poet's creative 

output is determined, in the last analysis, not by 

his sensibility or temperament but by the character 

of the literary tradition withi;. w’ich he operates.

"This, of course, is not a pecu’iarity of his soul, 

of his temperament, or finally, of his individual 

"verbal conscicusness", but an historical fact 

characteristic of him as an historical individuality 

who was fulfilling a specific mission required by 

history."[23]

Eykhenbaum views Lermontov's contribution to the 

literary evolution in a blurring of the borderlines 

of poetic genres in order to increase the 

expressive-emotional character of poetry. But evtn 

here, in discussing the emotional aspect of 

Lermontov's poetry, the critic views "emotionalism"

23) op.cit., p.20.



as a specific stylistic method prompted by artistic 

and not psychological considerations.[24]

Tracing the development of literary evolution 

Evkhenbaum denies any relevance to psychological 

factors even when analysing Lermontov's intensely 

personal poems. He reiterates his previously 

stated view that the concern of a literary scholar 

should be solely with intrinsic literary analysis 

and not with "debatable and contradictory psycho

logical interpretations."

Eykhenbaum's criticism of Lermontov's prose is in 

keeping with his anti-psychological orientation. 

The critic rejects any relationship between 

narrative fiction and psychological reality and 

postulates that Lermontov's elaborate psychologi

zation is directed not at revealing the hero's 

character and situation. but is aimed at the 

motivation of narrative devices. It should perhaps 

be kept in mind that Eykhenbaum's Lermontov study is 

the product of his meat doctrinaire period.

24) The critic employs a similar procedure in his study of the 

young Tolstoy by suggesting tnat Tolstoy’s passion for 

psychological analysis and introspection was fundamentally 

a matt er of his struggle for a new narrative manner and 

his challenge to the cliches of romantic literature.

See Ernch, V. Russian Formalism 3rd ed. Yale University 

Press 1981, p.196
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1.4. �arxist-Leninist Criticism

Unlike idealist aesthetics which separates art from 

the donuine of political ideology, the main concern 

of Marxist-Leninist aesthetics lies with examining 

the ideological functions of art. Viewing 

literature as a potent means of "organizing the 

social psyche" [25], Soviet critics assign 

ideological considerations a predominant role, and 

rank literary works according to the degree to which 

they correspond to the model of social vision 

proposed by Marxist-Leninist theory. This tendency 

to subordinate criticism to ideological 

considerations is clearly reflected in Soviet 

approaches to Lermontov's work. Interpreting his 

artistic creation in the 1lght of the aspi rat i is 

dictated by Marxist-Leninist dialectics and even 

pure party politics, Soviet theoreticians often 

disregard the textual evidence present in the work 

itself, stressing instead those aspects, which are 

seen as politically relevant. Thus one Soviet 

critic, for example, declares:

" 3 naTypo JlepMOHTona KpKO Hhipattona CKJiOHHOCTb k ocMbicfle

25) Term coined by V. Fricfte, Sociologiya iskusstva, Moscow, 

1929, p.13.
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